Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership

Entrepreneurship Education Ecosystems in Engineering and Technology (E4T)

Welcomes you to our Mid-term open event

Karlsruhe, October 24-25th

KIT – Senate Hall
Agenda

**Day 1**

13:00  *Welcome to KIT* – Thomas Hirth (KIT Vice-President)

13:15  *The KIT entrepreneurship ecosystem* – Orestis Terzidis (KIT)

14:15  *E4T project* – background, CLUSTER, objectives and structure – Mirko Varano (KTH)

14:30  *WP1 – state of the art, benchmarking and global best practices* (including discussion) – Kent Thorén (KTH)

15:15  Coffee break

15:30  *WP2 – raising awareness and tools for ingraining entrepreneurship in the STEM curricula* (including discussion) – Katrina Nordström (Aalto)

16:15  *Presentation of the “CLUSTER Entrepreneurship Ecosystems Visiting Programme”*

16:45  *Keynote speech 1*: “Entrepreneurial skills in working life” – Gautam Basu (Operating Partner I Interim COO)

17:30  End of day 1

19:00  Dinner: restaurant Bratar - Erbprinzenstrasse 27

**Day 2**

9:00   *Keynote speech 2*: “Reflections on University Entrepreneurship Programs from a Startup Founder” – Dr. Andreas Bihlmaier

9:45   *The Aalto entrepreneurship education ecosystem* – Elina Kähkönen

10:30  Coffee break

11:00  *Workshop on entrepreneurship education on pre-set topics* including the creation of the Network of Entrepreneurship Ecosystems

12:00  Reports from the facilitators with inputs to the project second phase

13:00  Joint lunch with CLUSTER
Practical info

The participation to the event is free of charge and the registered participants will be offered one complimentary night at the Hotel Achat Plaza, dinner on October 24 and lunch on October 25. Participants are expected to cover their travel costs with their own funds.

Online registration: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/DTMWVFC

Please register as soon as possible (first come first serve).

For further information please send a message to varano@kth.se and mettesv@kth.se